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So I’m down to just No Mercy and Backlash now which makes me
shake my head very hard. Anyway, this is during the Alliance
Era but it’s the very tail end of it. The main events tonight
are Jericho vs. Rock for the WCW Title and Austin defending
against RVD and Angle. We also get Edge vs. Christian for the
IC Title. Let’s get to it.

The opening video is about the triple threat and what everyone
wants in it.

WCW Tag Titles: Hardy Boys vs. Lance Storm/Hurricane

Matt and Jeff are champions coming in. The triple threat later
is now No DQ. Ivory and Molly are with the Alliance team and
Helms is European Champion. Hurricane vs. Jeff gets us going.
Naturally they move around very fast and the Hardys hit a move
they used called the Spin Cycle. Off to Matt and Storm makes a
blind tag so the Alliance can double team. Matt comes back
with a double clothesline and here’s Jeff.

Ivory trips him up and Storm takes over. Hurricane sets for a
dive but Matt makes the save. Molly gets in for no apparent
reason as Hurricane dives onto both Hardys and part of Storm.
The challengers take over on Jeff for awhile but he comes back
with a Whisper in the Wind on Storm. Hurricane stops the
tag….and then Jeff makes it a few seconds later. Matt speeds
things up and Poetry in Motion takes Storm down. Middle rope
legdrop gets two on Hurricane. A Twist attempt is countered
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into a double superkick to Matt. Everything breaks down and
the girls get into it. Litarana, Twist, Swanton to Hurricane
and the Hardys retain.

Rating:  C+.  Fine  opener  here  to  get  the  crowd  fired  up.
Opening with a tag match, especially one with four smaller and
faster guys out there, is a great idea and it always will be.
The Hardys would pretty much stop meaning anything as a team
soon after this and they would be split in less than a year.

RVD arrives and is greeted by Regal. Regal thinks RVD should
apologize to Austin for Frog Splashing him last week but RVD
doesn’t think so. He isn’t on Vince’s side either.

Vince  arrives  and  Cole  annoys  him.  This  is  a  return
apparently. Vince promises answers before the night is over
and he’s here to make an impact.

Test vs. Kane

Brothers vs. Test/Booker so there’s another match later. Kane
starts fast with the high impact stuff and a powerslam gets
two. Test gets thrown to the floor where he manages to hit a
bell shot to Kane. JR wants to know why that isn’t a DQ which
is  a  fair  question.  Nick  Patrick  is  referee  which  should
explain that. Back in with Test in control. A middle rope back
elbow gets two.

Sidewalk slam puts Kane down for no cover. The Canadian misses
the top rope elbow and here comes the Big Fried Freak. More
power and we go to the floor again. Test sends him into the
post and the big boot puts Kane down. Back in the ring Kane
hits a quick chokeslam but the cover is delayed to make it
two.  The  top  rope  clothesline  misses  but  Test  hits  the
pumphandle slam for a close two, as does the top rope elbow.
All Test has left is the big boot but he gets a chair instead.
Kane busts out a dropkick (decent one too) to kick it back
into his face. Patrick steals the chair and the big boot
(clearly missing) gets the pin.



Rating: C-. Not bad here but the ending really hurt things.
Test was on a huge roll at this point and would win the
Immunity Battle Royal at Survivor Series before fading into
nothing over the next few years. Kane would be on Team WWF at
the Survivor Series so that shows what a win on PPV gets you.

Kane chokeslams and powerbombs Patrick post match.

Coach wants to talk to Austin but gets Debra instead. Austin
yells  a  promo  through  the  door  which  Debra  repeats.  Not
exactly funny but whatever.

Stacy is here. She shows him her lingerie for the lingerie
match with Torrie. She leaves and Lita comes up. He seems a
bit preoccupied.

They  actually  recap  the  lingerie  match.  Do  you  think  I’m
really going to bother here? Stacy caused Torrie to be put
through a table. That’s about it.

Torrie Wilson vs. Stacy Keibler

This is a lingerie match which means they wrestle in it. Let’s
get this over with. I can’t stand these kind of matches. I
mean, the girls look great but when I can see them in even
less for free on the internet, what’s the point? Stacy has a
riding crop or something and spanks Torrie and the referee.
They “wrestle” for a bit and exchange a bunch of rollups.
Torrie wins with a handspring elbow. This was worthless.

Angle  talks  about  Vince  wanting  RVD  to  join  the  WWF.  He
however has his eyes on both Austin and RVD. Vince comes in
and wishes Angle luck.

Christian says he’s better than Edge and incorporates the St.
Louis Cardinals into it.

We recap Edge vs. Christian. Christian said he was superior
after  winning  the  IC  Title  with  some  cheating.  Their  mom
allegedly had a car wreck on Monday (I forgot I had reviewed



that Raw) but Christian faked the whole thing and joined the
Alliance.

Intercontinental Title: Edge vs. Christian

Oh and did I mention this was a ladder match? The brawl starts
in the aisle with Edge taking over. Backdrop puts Christian
down so he hits the floor. Here comes the first ladder but
Edge hits a baseball slide into it, sending the ladder into
Christian’s ribs. They head into the crowd over by what appear
to be hockey boards. There’s nothing to do out there so they
head back to the ring.

Christian is laid on the floor and catapulted into the ladder
which is up against the ring. The ladder is bridged between
the steps and barricade with Edge being dropped onto it. They
fight onto the ladder and Christian gets crotched. Edge looks
to put the ladder inside the ring but Christian manages a see-
saw shot to the face to take over. Christian goes up but Edge
makes an easy save.

Christian pins Edge in the corner with a ladder and gets a
chair. For some reason he goes to the top with that chair and
is promptly slammed onto the ladder. Both of them are sent
into the ladder with Edge going in second. Here comes another
ladder which Christian climbs. Edge sets up the original and
goes up as well, resulting in an Edge-O-Matic from the ladder.
That  looked  awesome.  Edge  goes  up,  but  Christian  hits  a
reverse DDT off the ladder to get us back to even.

The champ rolls to the floor and gets a pair of chairs. This
isn’t going to go well is it? Edge avoids the Conchairto and
brings in a third ladder for some reason. A ladder is propped
up between two chairs and Edge splashes Christian onto it with
the ladder not moving at all. FREAKING OW MAN!!! Edge climbs
but Christian jabs him down with a ladder.

Christian goes up but Edge dives off the ladder with a spear
to take him down. There are three ladders set up in the ring



now: two next to each other and one perpendicular to it. As in
the third one’s legs are facing the two ladders which are
facing the cameras. Both of them go up and they crash down to
the floor.

The fans are way into this and I can’t say I blame them.
Christian gets back in first and climbs but Edge hits him low
which is what Christian did to win the title in the first
place. Edge puts him on the top of the ladders, puts a chair
under his head and delivers a One Man Conchairto to KILL
Christian. Edge pulls down the title which is academic.

Rating: B+. What else were you expecting here? The ending
looked great and is a great way to end this feud. At the end
of the day, these two are masters at this kind of match so
giving them 22 minutes to have one is about the best thing you
can possibly do. Great match and it did exactly what they were
hoping it would do.

Spike is at WWF New York and drinking. The Dudleys half killed
him on Smackdown a few weeks ago so he’s injured. Spike says
he’s here to watch the Dudleys lose and Paul makes fun of him
for getting dumped. A decent looking chick comes up and Spike
gets preoccupied.

WWF Tag Titles: Dudley Boys vs. Big Show/Tajiri

I think Show came out to help Tajiri for some reason and this
is the results. Tajiri starts with Bubba and the Dudleys take
over. D-Von comes in but walks into a superkick for two.
Here’s Big Show and D-Von gets gyrated on. The Dudleys get
sent to the floor and Tajiri hits a nice flip dive to take
them out. Sidewalk slam gets two on D-Von. Back to Tajiri who
walks into a Bubba Bomb to give the champs control again.

Flapjack gets two and a Midnight Express reference. Off to the
chinlock by D-Von as the idea is the obvious one: keep Big
Show out of there. Tajiri gets in a shot but Bubba distracts
the referee so the tag doesn’t count. What’s Up Tajiri. Tajiri



counters a powerbomb into a DDT and both guys are down.

There’s the tag to Big Show to almost no reaction. He cleans
house but a chop block breaks up a chokeslam. Show is knocked
to the floor as Tajiri gets a Tarantula on D-Von. Double
handspring elbow takes down the Dudleys. The Mist hits the
referee though before Show chokeslams Bubba. Rhyno runs in and
Gores Show to take him out. Buzzsaw Kick gets two on D-Von but
Tajiri walks into a 3D keeps the titles on the Dudleys.

Rating: C-. Not a bad match but they were doing what they
could here. The tag titles were rapidly becoming worthless,
partially due to there being two sets of titles which just
weren’t needed. They would be unified at Survivor Series but
it’s not like that helped anything. The division was dying
because you only had three teams that ever won anything.

Regal praises Rhyno.

Test and Booker fire each other up. Shane is here too.

Booker T vs. Undertaker

No real reason for this other than WCW big name vs. WWF big
name. Booker jumps him to start in the aisle and takes over.
Now they get in the ring and the bell rings. Big boot gets two
and Booker takes over quickly. Booker’s shoulder hits the post
so Taker works it over. An armbar goes into a Fujiwara version
and then Old School. Booker heads outside and sends Taker into
the steps.

He grabs the ring bell ala Test earlier but this is a WWF
referee so it isn’t allowed. Taker gets in a right hand and
they go into that ever present empty space in the front row of
the crowd. Back in and Booker hits a missile dropkick for two.
Hook  kick  puts  the  big  man  down  for  a  delayed  two.  The
Spinarooni is postponed and Taker comes back with right hands.
Snake Eyes is countered into a neckbreaker by Booker for two.



Booker jumps into a boot and Taker punches more. For a guy
based in MMA, he really like to box. And Booker like to kick,
as he hits a spinwheel kick for two. DDT takes Booker down and
man I’m doing a lot of play by play in this. The lack of story
really can hurt matches. Leg drop gets two for the Dead Man.
There’s the Harlem Side Kick by Booker and SPINAROONI!!!

Scissors Kick gets two. Man Booker likes throwing kicks. I
said that already didn’t I? Chokeslam is countered by a low
blow and then were get to the end. Booker makes the eternal
mistake of punching Taker in the corner and gets caught in the
Last Ride. Man if I never see that finish again it’ll be too
soon.

Rating: D. That ending didn’t help anything. The striking gets
old but it wasn’t that terrible. I really wasn’t into this at
all and I think it’s due to the lack of the story here. The
match isn’t exactly bad but it was pretty boring. Booker was
treated like a goon in WWF as the heel turn really never
worked for him at all.

Jericho says he has to go win the big one, which is the big
knock on him up until this point in his career.

We recap Rock vs. Jericho. Jericho accidentally hit Rock with
a chair and cost him a match. Rock asked what was that and
Jericho said he was just trying to win. Rock wanted Jericho to
say it was a mistake and it turned into a fight. Jericho beat
RVD for a WCW Title shot here tonight. Rock said that Jericho
didn’t always choke. He just isn’t good enough to win the big
one. This was a very well built up feud.

WCW World Title: The Rock vs. Chris Jericho

Feeling  out  process  to  start  and  Rock  grabs  a  headlock.
Jericho grabs an armbar but shifts over to chopping instead.
Rock Bottom and Walls are both countered so Jericho dropkicks
him to the floor. Back in Jericho hits a top rope back elbow
for two. They’re starting kind of slow which says to me that



they have a ton of time to work with. They chop away in the
corner but Rock walks into a spinwheel kick to take him down
for two.

Senton backsplash puts Rock down even more. Rock fires off a
jumping clothesline but walks into a Stun Gun. Belly to belly
by Rock puts both of them down. It’s been mostly Jericho so
far but Rock is hitting enough stuff to stay in there. There’s
another suplex and a Samoan Drop for two. Jericho knocks him
down so Rock nips up. Rock knocks him to the floor for a bit.
Back in a vertical suplex gets two for Rocky.

Rock throws him to the floor and once we’re back in, Rock
throws on a chinlock for awhile. Jericho gets catapulted into
the corner so Rock can load up a superplex. Chris knocks him
off and a missile dropkick puts both guys down. Jericho wins a
slugout and a rana gets two. Rock comes back but Jericho
catches him in a Rock Bottom. Lionsault gets two as this has
gotten awesome.

Jericho loads up a People’s Elbow but Rock moves. Because, you
know,  it’s  an  elbow.  Rock  hooks  a  Sharpshooter  and  the
Canadian is in trouble. Jericho finally gets to the rope and
the fans aren’t sure what to do. Out to the floor and it’s
Spanish Announce Table time. Rock Bottom puts Jericho through
the table and the place pops big. Back in the ring and Rock
stalks Chris.

Another  Rock  Bottom  is  countered  but  Rock  manages  a
spinebuster and loads up a People’s Elbow of his own. Jericho
picks the ankle into the Walls and Rock is in trouble. Rock
reaches for the rope but Jericho pulls him back to the middle.
And  here’s  Stephanie  because  what’s  a  great  title  match
without  a  McMahon?  She  throws  in  a  chair  and  Rock  DDTs
Jericho. She cheers for Rock so Rock brings her in for a Rock
Bottom. Jericho catches Rock in a Breakdown (Skull Crushing
Finale) onto the chair for the pin, the title and a BIG pop
from the crowd.



Rating: A-. I’m bringing this down a bit because of Stephanie.
I mean there just was no need for her to be in there. It was
minor but what in the world does she need to be there for?
Jericho winning is still huge, but it should have been without
her out there. The chair is fine, but why did we need her? The
match was GREAT otherwise though with them mirroring each
other perfectly.

Rock gets the chair post match but hands it to Jericho instead
of hitting him with it.

We recap the triple threat. Austin is champion and paranoid,
RVD is the most popular guy in the Alliance and might as well
be a face, Angle is the WWF guy that wants the title that
Regal screwed him out of. Austin told RVD to reach for the
stars so Foley became commissioner and made this match because
the fans wanted to see RVD in the title scene. Rob was seen
getting out of a limo with Vince so Austin doesn’t trust him.
You know, along with the fact that he’s Austin. Van Dam hit a
Frog Splash (intentionally) on Austin and Vince came out to do
the RVD finger point.

WWF World Title: Kurt Angle vs. Rob Van Dam vs. Steve Austin

No DQ here. Kurt suplexes both of them just before the bell.
The Alliance guys team up to kick Kurt to the floor and it’s
time for their showdown. Angle gets back in before too much
happens and RVD goes down. Austin takes over and beats them
both down but Kurt grabs the ankle. Rob breaks it up and fires
off kicks on Austin. Angle tries to suplex him but gets kicked
as well. Rolling Thunder gets two on Kurt. Angle is knocked to
the floor so Austin hits a spinebuster for two on RVD.

Half crab is broken up by Kurt. Angle’s bad luck continues as
Austin knocks him to the floor and then channels his inner
Cena for an STF on RVD. Kurt breaks it and they go to the
floor where Angle is launched into the post. Van Dam’s legs
get  some  post  too.  They’re  moving  very  quickly  in  this.



Everyone not named RVD fights into the crowd for about 8
seconds. Rob Dives onto the floor to take everyone out.

Austin  is  left  on  the  floor  so  Angle  suplexes  Van  Dam.
Moonsault hits and I don’t ever remember seeing that happen in
WWF. Austin tries to steal the pin but only gets two. Angle
and Austin both try Stunners but wind up clotheslining each
other down. Five Star misses both guys so Angle Germans him
with a bridge for two. Kurt gets caught in a Stunner but Rob
saves it.

Angle Slam gets two on Rob but Steve breaks it up and throws
Kurt to the floor. For some reason he goes after him instead
of going after the down RVD. Now the English announce table
gets loaded up but Austin gets backdropped onto it, although
it doesn’t break. Van Dam dives onto Kurt as he turns around
and everyone is down. And here comes the Boss.

Austin is the only one on the floor now and Kurt goes off on
Van Dam. A spinwheel kick takes Kurt down as JR writes Austin
off in this one. Geez man it was just a backdrop. Five Star is
loaded up but Kurt runs the corner and slams him off. Austin
gets back in and Stuns Angle to the floor. Vince runs in with
a chair and pops Austin in the back. The great feuds never
die. Five Star to Austin but Vince gets Angle back in to break
it up. Time for rolling Germans to Van Dam, four in this case.
Angle Slam hits and Shane runs in to break it up. Vince and
Shane fight as Austin Stuns Van Dam to keep the title.

Rating: B+. That might be a bit high but I really enjoyed this
one. They never stopped moving in it and that means a lot when
you consider that it’s over fifteen minutes long. The ending
hurt it but the rest of it worked quite well. I don’t think
anyone believed Austin was going to lose here but an obvious
ending can be perfectly fine at times. This was quite good.

Overall Rating: A-. I went back and forth on this but at the
end of the day, it’s a great show and that’s all you can ask



for. The main events were great and I really liked the tag
match. When you have three matches that are very good to
excellent and the rest of the matches are at least decent, you
really  can’t  get  much  better.  Very  good  show  and  worth
checking out if you’re in the mood for a show that doesn’t
mean much (the IC, WCW tag, WWF Tag and WCW World Title were
all changed within 15 days), this is a good one.

Remember to like me on Facebook at:
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74885?sk=wall


